In this paper equilibrium models for the calculation of the excess Gibbs free energy of binary liquid mixtures are developed, the component A of which undergoes chain-forming self-association whilst the component B acts as an 'inert' solvent. It is shown that the extension of the well-known chain-association model of Mecke and Kempter, in which the probability of chain prolongation is assumed to be independent of chain length, is unable to establish satisfactory results because it does not exhibit sufficient unsymmetry. Reduction of the probability of chain growth with increasing chain length leads to an improved model with the geometric series replaced by the exponential series. This model, in which only two parameters are used, i. e. the equilibrium constants K for mutual solvation of A and B, and @ for self-association of A, allows fitting of isothermal experimental G E /i? T literature data on cycloalkanol-cycloalkane, alkanol-alkane, and NMF -CC1 4 systems within the limits of experimental error. Compared with the two-parameter Wilson equation which gives equally small standard deviations, our equilibrium model has the advantage of allowing passage from G E to H E data and of being applicable to liquid-liquid equilibria.
This paper is concerned with the application of the equilibrium models which we have developed previously [1] [2] [3] to the calculation of the thermodynamic excess properties of binary liquid mixtures the component A of which undergoes chain-forming self-association whilst the component B acts as an 'inert' solvent. Lassettre 4 , and Mecke and Kempter 5 were the first to derive a relation between the concentration of the monomeric species A, c\, and its analytical concentration, C\°, by applying the ideal law of mass action to the equilibrium A;_j + A = A,-(£=1,2,..., oo) .
(
The mathematical treatment is greatly simplified by the assumption that the equilibrium constant for chain prolongation, o, is independent of the actual chain length, £, and that there is no limitation of i. By applying the formula for the sum of an infinite geometric series, the concentrations of all species Aj, except monomeric A, can be eliminated, yielding a simple relation between c A , CA° , and Q. Several authors have used this model, with some success, to interpret the observed dependence on concentration of specified physical properties of self-* A revised and enlarged version of paper VI/16 presented at the 4th International Conference on Chemical Thermodynamics, 26. 8.
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associating solutes, like alkohols or phenols, in dilute solutions in inert solvents 6 ' 7 . The same model has been applied by Redlich and Kister 8 to calculate the activity coefficients of alcohols in hydrocarbon solvents using Scatchard's equation for the excess Gibbs free energy 9 . 
Contribution to G E /R T of the Change of the
with NAf, N Ai and N A° being the mole fractions of the species A, in the mixture, in pure liquid A, and the analytical mole fraction of A, respectively. By stoichiometry, the relations
i i must hold. Insertion into Eq. (2) leads to
If o designates the equilibrium constant for the formation of one A -A* bond by the reaction (1), the molar Gibbs free energy of formation of such a bond is -R T ln o, and the contribution of selfassociation of A to C yl R T becomes
Application of the ideal law of mass action to Eq. (1) yields
which is symmetric in NA°. This result is at variance with the experimental findings that the thermodynamic excess functions of binary systems with an associating component A are unsymmetrie, having the greater positive, or resp., the smaller negative initial slope of G E /R T at Aa° = 0, i. e. when A is infinitely diluted by B. This fault is caused by the fact that competition between self-association of A and mutual solvation of A and B has not been accounted for.
a) Model 1 ('Geometric series')
We therefore replace the 'chemical" equilibrium (1) by an exchange equilibrium between 'contact sites'. Each molecule A is assumed to have one 'specific' and (2 -1) 'non-specific' contact sites. For simplicity, we further assume that B has 2 nonspecific contact sites so that the total number of contact sites does not depend on the mole fraction. In an ideal mixture, the mole fraction NA-, of the species A(-is proportional to the probability of simultaneously meeting the specific contact sites of i monomeric molecules A, i. e.
Na( ~ (Na°/Z) '.
The analogous expression for a non-ideal mixture is obtained by weighting each specific contact site of A by the factor Q 12 , and each non-specific contact site of B by the factor K X/2 , viz.
z* has the meaning of an 'effective total number of contact sites':
the first term of which on the right-hand side is the contribution of A, the second term that of B. The proportionality factor q [Eq. (6) ] is determined by using the stoichiometric relations (3),
AA^/V/a-*) 2 **- 1 and lN Ai =N A°( l-x) .
(9)
The change of the number of associative bonds, NA° A, becomes now
It can easily be seen that the quantity N.\° A fulfils the following requirements: (1) It vanishes at Aa° = 0 and at AA° = 1; (2) its limiting values at o->0 and at o->00 are zero because no association takes place at the lower limit and no dissociation at the upper limit; (3) Aa° A is proportional to the weighted numbers both of the specific contact sites of A, Aa° £> 12 , and of the competing contact sites of B, zK l/2 (l -Na°).
The contribution of self-association of A to the slope of
By inserting (10) into (11) one obtains the following contribution of self-association to the unsymmelrv of the limiting slopes of G E /R T:
If £>1 and (o l/2 + z-l)>z0 2 , the right-hand side of (12) will be positive, i.e. G E /RT has the greater positive, or, resp., the smaller negative initial slope at Aa° = 0, which is in qualitative accordance with experimental data on mixtures in which self-association of A is the main reason for unsymmetry. When dividing Eq. (12) by (Gf^/R T) one obtains a quantitv which we name 'relative unsymmetry' of G v jR T I = RUS) :
Using Eqs. (10) and (12) one obtains
Another informative quantity is the 'mean degree of association of A' which is defined by
Insertion of (9) into (15) yields
The limiting value of £ in pure liquid A, £r, is
which approaches infinity when Q-^OC. In Figs 
b) Model 2 ('Exponential series')
In the preceding section we have shown that an extension of the chain-association model of Mecke and Kempter 5 to binary liquid mixtures is possible by applying it to exchange equilibria between pairs of contact sites. As will be seen from Table 1 and from the examples discussed later, model 1, however, does not exhibit sufficient unsymmetry. Of course, the rather drastic simplifications which this model implies must be responsible for this deficiency. The most serious simplification seems to be the use of a single association constant 0 for all values of i, i. e. the assumption that the probability of chain prolongation is independent from the actual chain length. Several authors 1011 have tried to improve the original model for dilute solutions by using two different association constants for the formation of dimers, and for all following chain prolongation steps. With regard to a reliable determination of the model parameters from experimental data we avoid to increase the number of independent equilibrium constants beyond two, i. e. K for mutual solvation of A and B, and o for self-association of A.
Our model 2 takes account of the decreasing probability of chain growth with increasing chain length in the following way: The probability of reaction (1) is reduced by a factor which equals the ratio of the total numbers of contact sites of monomeric A, and of the species A;,
the denominator of (18) being equal to the total number of contact sites of A,_i minus the contacts which have become inaccessible by the formation of (i -2) A -A* bonds. To simplify calculation, we neglect the term +2 compared with (i -l)(z -2) in the denominator of (18). Introduction of one factor (18) for each prolongation step into (6) yields
If we further assume that each molecule A has one specific 'acceptor' and one specific 'donator' contact site, formation of an associative A -A* bond will require pairing among complementary contact sites.
As chain prolongation can equally proceed from both chain ends, a factor 2 for each prolongation step, i.e. 2' 1 for A;, is introduced by this assumption, now reading:
oc) . (20)
Chain associates A; may also be formed from shorter fragments by
the number of different possibilities being proportional to (£-1). Introduction of a factor (£-1) into (19) leads bade to model 1 which displays insufficient unsymmetry. We therefore do not make further use of Equation (21). Again, the proportionality factor q of Eq. (19) is calculated from the stoichiometric relations (3),
and
The main difference between models 1 and 2 is that the sum of the geometric series in the former model has been replaced by the exponential function in the latter model. The change of the number of associative bonds, according to Eq. (4), is now given by
The contribution of self-association to the unsymmetry of G E /R T, cf. Eq. (12), reads
The relative unsymmetry of G F /R T, as defined by Eq. (13), is
The mean degree of association of A, i, according to Eq. (15), is
<28)
The use of Eq. (20) 
<30)
The differences between these two variants of model 2 are not very important. Introducing the factor 2 ('Model 2 b') enhances unsymmetry and causes more steepness of the function AA° A = f(N\°) at = 0 and at Aa° = 1 and less curvature in the center. A comparison of RUS for both models is given in Table 1 . Dropping the factor 2 is a means of making allowance of imperfect chain character of association as found in systems of aliphatic alcohols with alkanes, for instance. It must, however, be remembered that distinction between such minor variants of models requires veryprecise experimental G v jR T data with small steps on the A A 0 axis which are available in very few cases only. Whilst the qualitative properties of Aa° A and RUS, as calculated by models 1 and 2, are the same, there are considerable quantitative differences. This can clearly be seen from low NA 0 and an asymptotic approach to a limiting value at high /VA 0 , which is in better accordance with experimental data. Table 1 contains some calculated RUS values of models 1, 2 a, and 2 b, taking 2 = 4. In all cases, RUS increases with increasing and with decreasing K i/2 , the ratio of the absolute values approximatively being 1 : 2.5 : 4. RUS also depends on the coordination number z; it rises when z decreases, and vice versa.
Contribution to G'/RT of the Mutual Unspecific Solvation of A and B
In order to obtain the complete expression of G E /R T, the contribution of mutual unspecific solvation of A and B, Gl J 0 \ v /R T, must be added to Gaas/R T. We first consider the simplest case that Glii\-/R T is symmetric in NA°. As we have shown previously formation of a binary mixture with both components having the coordination number 2=1, according to the exchange equilibrium
gives rise to an excess Gibbs free energy of
with
As we have established in the preceding papers *~3, coupling of a 'chemical' and a 'statistical' equilibrium in Eq. (32) is required in order to obtain correct behaviour in liquid-liquid equilibria. Formation of a statistical mixture of A and B by proceeding from a less probable to a more probable state, and formation of nearest-neighbour pairs of molecules due to chemical interactions with decrease of Gibbs free energy, are two phenomena with independent causes. They only proceed in such a way that both, statistical order and Gibbs free energy of A -B pairing, are monotonously decreasing functions. As these two phenomena independently lead to the same equilibrium state, both contributions must be incorporated into G E /R T.
Addition of Eq. (32), multiplied by z, to Eq. (5) leads to
Simple addition of GJoiv/R T and G&JR T in Eq. (34) means that solvation and self-association are assumed to be fully independent. This may be approximatively true if no preferential solvation of the functional groups of A being responsible for selfassociation takes place. In other words, monomeric A and the associated species A, are nearly equally well solvated by B. Such a behaviour is indicated in systems in which intensive cooling does not cause liquid-liquid phase separation. As a counterpart, we must consider the case that the functional groups of A are specifically solvated by B, which means that there is strong competition between self-association and solvation, only non-associated A being specifically solvated by B. This can be accounted for by using an 'effective' equilibrium constant K*, given by
in Gluiy/RT. Even in systems which exhibit liquidliquid phase separation on cooling it is not very realistic to assume such a strong competition. An alternative, more flexible way which allows reducing competition to one (or two, resp.) contact sites of A is to express K* by To make allowance for this effect, formation of nearest-neighbour complexes A; B; with higher coordination numbers must be considered in G K /RT. Retaining K as single equilibrium constant of A -B pairing, differences between the molar contact surfaces can be accounted for by attributing different coordination numbers, z A and *|$, to both components, and assuming linear variation of 2 with the mole fraction of the mixture. As an example, we consider the case that z\ = 3 and ^ = 4, and that 6 different nearest-neighbour complexes will be formed: A4, A.J oB, AO.4BO, AI.0B3 , A0.8B4, B5.
As can be seen from the maximum ratio of the components in the 'mixed" complexes, being 5 : 1 for B : A. but only 3.2 : 1 for A : B. it is B which has the smaller contact surface. If A and B had equal contact surfaces, the numbers of pair interactions in A32B, A2 4B2 , A16B3 , and A0 8B4 would be 3.2 -4.8 -4.8 -3.2, resp. As covering of the contact surface of A becomes more compete with increasing ratio B : A, we must change these figures in such a way that the resulting deviation from the 'symmetric' figures above falls linearly with /Vp> 0 , e.g. 1.6 -3.0 -3.6 -2.8. These assumptions lead to the following expression for G*o\y/R T: 
The right-hand side of (39) is positive, i. e. Gsolv//? T has the greater positive, or, resp., the smaller negative limiting slope at N\° = 0, if K< 1, which corresponds to an 'endothermic solvation'.
Comparison between Predicted and Experimental G ] /RT Data
In Figs. 3 Table 2 ). Table 2 ).
For comparison, isothermal experimental G K /R T data at 25° of the system cyclohexanol (A)-cyclohexane (B), due to Benson et al. 12 are reproduced in Figs. 3 and 4 , together with the theoretical curves obtained by a least-squares fit of K and Q, using Eqs. (40) and (41), resp. Undoubtedly, the selfassociation which cyclohexanol undergoes in cyclohexane solution is not precisely chain-forming, particularly in concentrated solutions. From the fact that model 2 allows fitting of the experimental data within the limits of experimental error it may be argued that a good approximation of the concentration dependence of self-association has been found.
More detailed results of a least-squares fit of models 1 and 2 b to isothermal G L jR T data at 25° on 4 different cycloalkanol-cycloalkane systems 12 ' 13 are presented in Table 2 . The sum of the squared deviations between experimental and calculated G E /R T values, has been minimized with respect to K and n by a numerical gradient procedure:
The values of K and £> 1/2 which correspond to U m j" , together with Um-m, and the per cent standard deviation, o% ( = p.c. of the maximum value of G h f RT), are incorporated in Table 2 . Comparison of U and o of both models makes evident that model 2 b is much superior to model 1. The rather large differences between the prediction of model 1 and the experiment are beyond experimental error, indicating that systematic deviations of curve shape exist. Table 3 presents the results of the application of model 2 a, and of the two-parameter Wilson equation 14 ,
to the same cycloalkanol-cycloalkane systems as in Table 4 ). Chain-branching of the alkane component causes a minor decrease of o 1/2 whilst K remains virtually unchanged. By chain-branching of pentanol, however, q x ! 2 is markedly reduced. One of the best examples of a liquid in which chain-forming self-association takes place, is Nmethyl formamide (NMF). Table 5 presents the results obtained by applying model 2 b (with z = 4) to isothermal G E /R T data at 45° on the systems NMF-CC14 , and NMF -CGH6 17 . The much greater standard deviations in Table 5 are caused by a marked scattering of the experimental values, and not by the inability of the models to fit the data. For the same reason probably, no differences between the use of K or K* can be detected. The calculated parameters K and £) 12 indicate that CC14 is the poorer solvent and enhances self-association of NMF. This is also supported by the fact that the system NMF -CC14 has an upper critical solution temperature at 39.5 °C 17 . The diain association model presented in this paper can also be applied to systems in which only dimers of A are formed. To use model 2 b for dimerization, the stoichiometric relation (3) must be replaced by
and the change of the number of associative A -A* bonds when mixing N A° moles of A with (1 -AA°) moles of B to obtain one mole of mixture, is
Using Eqs. (6) 
which differes from model 2 b [Eq. (29)] by a factor g only. In Table 6 , the results of the application of Eq. Table 6 , is inferior to that obtained by the dimerization model.
From the examples given in this chapter it is evident that equilibrium models can serve as a powerful means of describing the excess Gibbs free energy and related thermodynamic quantities of binary mixtures in which chain association or dimerization of one component takes place. To summarize, the main features by which equilibrium models are characterized and which, in our opinion, make them superior to other empirical models for liquid mixtures, are pointed out:
(1) Equilibrium constants of well-chosen exchange equilibria among nearest-neighbour complexes, or among pairs of contacts sites, resp., prove to be advantageous parameters of theoretical models for the equilibrium properties of liquid mixtures. Their use allows reduction of the number of parameters needed to a minimum.
(2) Equilibrium models can selectively be adapted to the various types of intermolecular interactions in liquid mixtures and therefore allow examination of the validity of the model assumptions.
(3) Equilibrium models are consistent with equilibrium thermodynamics and can be applied to all equilibrium phenomena in liquid mixtures, including partial miscibility. Part II of this paper which will be published forthcoming, will be concerned with the application of the chain association models presented here to the excess free enthalpies of mixing, and to liquidliquid phase equilibria.
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